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Reasons for Study
u

Disabled people’s experience of
cycling – assumption that they
have no interest in cycling/not
able to cycle

u

Many studies focus on city
environments – not ‘typical’
towns

u

Is cycling really accessible to
everyone?

Aims of the
Study

What are the main barriers disabled
cyclists face regarding using the
physical infrastructure for cycling?

What recommendations could be made
to the Local Authority regarding
making the cycle network more
accessible?

Study Area
-Swindon

Participants

The Value of Cycling
“I enjoy the freedom… I like being out in the
countryside, getting somewhere under your own
power” (Male, recumbent handcycle user, neurological condition)
“The other [reason why I cycle] is to get from one
place to another because I can’t drive. I do go on the
bus quite a lot as I have a bus pass but quite often
cycling is the sensible way of getting somewhere”
…

(Male, bicycle user, visual impairment)

“Cycling is often easier than walking because with
altered sensation in your feet and legs sometimes
balance can be an issue, and in the dark you can’t see
or can’t feel, I stumble and trip sometimes” (Male,
bicycle user, neurological condition)
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Challenging
Infrastructure
“What gets in my way is what
used to get in my way as an
ordinary cyclist, and you just
shrug your shoulders about, but
if you’re disabled, the ride
around isn’t so easy or just puts
you off, full stop” (Male, bicycle
user, neurological condition)

u

Insufficiently spaced bollards and staggered
gates

u

Side road junctions

u

Poor surfacing (uneven, potholed, tactile
paving)

u

Lack of appropriately placed dropped
kerbs/vehicles parked accross

u

Busy roads

u

Dis-jointed network

u

‘Collar’ of dual carriageways around
pedestrianised town center

u

‘Cyclists dismount’

u

Steps??

Traffic
-

Most commonly cited concern

-

Amplified by compromised
confidence related to disability

-

Compromising independent
travel

-

Visible vs invisible disability

-

“Most drivers, if they see
me, they’re very courteous
because of the sort of bike
I’m on. I think it might not
be so much on a normal
bike” (Male, recumbent tricycle
user, stroke survivor)

Financial Costs and Mobility Aids

-

Prohibitive cost of acquiring adapted cycle

-

Lack of funding streams for adults

-

Disabled cyclists using standard bicycles more likely to cycle for transportation purposes than adapted
cycle users

“It’s great being able to cycle but if wherever you go, you’re then separated from
your wheelchair that means that if you have a problem then you’re pretty stuffed,
you can’t get back to your wheelchair” (Male, recumbent handcycle user, neurological condition)
-

Cycles as mobility aids and eligibility for ‘Motability’ scheme?

“So, if you said to a disabled cyclist, you can cycle through town but no more
than 4mph, and pedestrians have priority. If you’re a disabled cyclist you could
literally just have a card you carry, like a credit card to show to someone if
you’re challenged in the town centre. For example, the management say, well
you shouldn’t be cycling but you say, well I am allowed to cycle because I’m
disabled, that would be a real positive, and I’d even extend that scheme
potentially to riding on pavements” (Male, bicycle user, neurological condition)

Perceptions of ‘Cyclists’
and ‘Disabled People’
“I would say that the traditional
perception of what cycling is, people
see it as: two wheels – you know, your
Chris Boardmans, and your Chris
Froomes, all those guys” (WfA session
coordinator)

Importance of
Inclusive Cycling
Centres
“So even before anyone goes near
a bike, it’s having that
conversation with people on the
phone. It’s like ‘well I can’t cycle
anymore because I’ve had a
Stroke, well I can’t cycle anymore
because I’ve got an amputation’.
I’m like, ‘well oh no, we’ve got
hand bikes’. They’re like ‘oh’.
‘We’ve got bikes that you only
have to steer with one hand’. I
say, ‘well come down and have a
look, you don’t have to cycle’. And
often they’ll come down and
within 5 minutes they’re on a
bike, because once you see that
it’s visually achievable…” (WfA
session coordinator)
http://disabilitysportswindon.co.uk/

Recommendations for
Local Authorities
u

Regular network audits with adapted cycle

u

Cycle Design Vehicle – new infa

u

Alternative provision during road works

u

Unmet potential of disused railway tracks

u

Inclusive cycle parking

u

Enforcement of traffic regulations (pavement parking, close passes etc)

u

Partnership working - strategy and dedicated funding

u

Low traffic environments (filtered permeability and segregated
infrastructure)

u

Repair potholes and poor surfaces

u

Network legibility and way-finding

u

WfA sessions – more funding and longer opening hours

Future Research
Further
investigation into
adapted cycle users
using cycling as
mode of transport
u How could utility
cycling be
facilitated for
disabled cyclists?
u

